Facts&
Figures

Unique in the world, Cremona Musica is:
Experience, numbers, quality and events

From Friday September 23rd
to Sunday 25th 2022
www.cremonamusica.com

Experience?
What the protagonists say:

“The rebirth of a global network in
Cremona - If music be the food of
love please please play on”
Christopher Axworthy, Artistic
Director, Keyboard Trust, London

“Cremona Musica is more and
more becoming the reference
point for violin making and music at
international level ”

Violin Maker, Angelo Sperzaga

“...the whole world music market
restarts from here…”
Laura Patrizia Rossi, Schott Music

“Cremona Musica’s piano section
Piano Experience is now the only
exhibition in Europe dedicated to
pianos and keyboards”
Patrick Jovell, Pianostreet.com

Would
you like to
participate?
Visit our website
www.cremonamusica.com

The music world
gathers in Cremona
Cremona Musica visitors are mainly musicians (professionals, amateurs,
music lovers, students, music school representatives and associations).
These 6 categories represent the 71.5% of visitors, that together with the
3% of trade, means that Cremona Musica exhibitors always get in touch
with a qualified and very interested public.
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STRINGS
(instruments and bow makers, restorers)
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GUITARS
(makers, instruments and
accessories manufacturers)
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(instruments and accessories
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PIANOS
(instruments and
accessories
manufacturers and
tuners)

Numbers and
Results
ABROAD

Cremona Musica is one of the most internationalized
exhibitions. Even in 2021, although the moment was still
particularly difficult, 10% of visitors and 42% of exhibitors
came from abroad

12,690
professionals and
musicians from 45
Countries

215
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ASIA
UNITED STATE

exhibitors from 23
Countries

130

events among concerts,
seminars, masterclasses,
presentations and historical
exhibitions
PROFESSIONALS,
AMATEURS MUSICIANS AND
62% MUSIC LOVERS

Visitor’s
origin
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EUROPE

Professional and
Amateur Musicians
8%

ACCORDIONS

GUITARS

15.5%

WINDS

8%

Professional
musicians
47%

PIANOS

STRINGS

16.5%

STRINGS

23.5%

ACCORDIONS

21.5%

GUITARS

24.5%

Amateur
Musicians and
Music Lovers
WINDS

14.5%

PIANO

All together in
Cremona
The interest in the Exhibition
is confirmed also by one of the
most significant category of
visitors: musicians. If we analyze
the category of professional
musicians, we find out that a
high percentage (47%) of them
are stringed instruments players
followed by piano professional
musicians (21.5%).

Cremona Musica is not only the reference trade show for strings, with the well-known
Mondomusica, but also the most important meeting point for the whole sector of
high quality musical instruments which includes pianos, guitars, wind instruments and
accordions as well as hosting an important section dedicated to music publishing.
PIANO EXPERIENCE
(pianos)
ACCORDION SHOW
(accordions)

ACOUSTIC
GUITAR VILLAGE
(classical and
acoustics guitars)

The percentage of amateur
musicians is distributed among
different instruments, thus
meaning that Cremona Musica is
focused on professionals but also
on amateurs: a very interesting
market share of the field.

MONDOMUSICA
(Strings)

www.cremonamusica.com
21%

*during 2021 edition due to Covid-19 emergency, Cremona Winds show was not available

What are
you waiting
for?
Join our
community!
www.cremonamusica.com

Together for a
more efficient
communication

Our marketing department will help you promote your participation with
many effective and powerful tools. Here what we did last edition:

20

680,000

114

54,207

165

311

Press releases to more
then 1,800 journalists

News published on
cremonamusica.com

Posts on FB and
+272,978 interactions

Coverage of international
campaign

Users who visited the
website frequently

Posts on
Instagram

161,687
pages viewed on
cremonamusica.com

65

Videos on
Youtube

A unique program
with 130 toplevel events in 3
days!
During the 3 days of the Show, Cremona Musica is filled with harmony and
sounds thanks to over 130 events among concerts and performances,
presentations and seminars, masterclasses and lessons, congresses
and historical exhibitions.
89 concerts and performances
30 presentations and seminars
5 congresses and round tables
2 international contests
4 historical exhibitions
Relive all the best moments visiting www.cremonamusica.com

Contacts
Ilaria Seghizzi
Exhibition Manager
ilaira.seghizzi@cremonafiere.it
Silvia Caletti
Marketing & Sales
silvia.caletti@cremonafiere.it
www.cremonamusica.com

CremonaFiere SpA
Piazza Zelioli Lanzini, 26100 Cremona - Italy
Tel: +39 0372 598 011
email: info@cremonamusica.com

